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M3--, Syntax and Rules
This chapter gives the syntax of the m3-- language, together with the rules on type equality, sub-
typing, and type usage.
The syntax will be given in EBNF style notation. Terminal symbols are written underlined.
Nonterminals are written in an italic font (for example id) and are sometimes subscripted. The
syntax for these subscripted nonterminals is equal to the non-subscripted versions. Subscripts are
used to denote explicitly identical syntactic productions. If the name of a nonterminal is suffixed
with ‘-list’, then a comma separated list of the non-suffixed nonterminal is expected. For example:
id-list
::= id { , id } .
I will not expand such occurrences of lists, viewing them rather as an extension of the EBNF syn-
tax.
Parentheses are used to group terminals and non-terminals. Brackets (‘[’ and ‘]’) are used to
denote optional parts, curly braces (‘{’ and ‘}’) are used to denote zero or more occurences of the
enclosed part.
6.1 Modules and Interfaces
The syntax of an interface is:
interface
::= INTERFACE id1 ;
[IMPORT id-list ;]
[declarations]
END id1 . .
The identifier id1 is the name of the interface and it should be present both in the heading and at
the end.
A module is declared as follows:
module
::= MODULE id1 [EXPORTS id-list] ;
[IMPORT id-list ;]
[declarations]
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BEGIN
[statements]
END id1 . .
where again id1 is the name of the module. The id-list following the EXPORTS keyword is the
list of interfaces exported by this module. The id-list following the IMPORT keyword is the list of
interfaces imported by this module. The statements part of the module is called the body of the
module.
Rule 6.1: Interface-Module Linkage
The interfaces exported by a module are collected by the compiler and their declarations added
to the module’s global scope. If declarations for the same symbol occur in different interfaces, all
declarations for this symbol must be equal. Since –in the case of multiple interfaces– an interface
does not ‘know’ about the other interfaces exported by the module, it can only use their declara-
tions by explicitly IMPORTing them.
If in a module the EXPORTS-clause is not present, it is treated as if such a clause were present
with a single interface with the same name as the module. This interface is treated in the same
manner as explicitly exported interfaces.
(End of Rule 6.1)
Rule 6.2: The Main Module
If a module exports an interface called Main, it is called the main module and its body is con-
sidered to be the entry point of the program. The Main interface is considered given (i.e. it need
not be written by the programmer) as an interface with no declarations.
(End of Rule 6.2)
6.2 Types
The types in m3--:
type
::= (ordinal-type j array-type j record-type j
pointer-type j proc-type j exists-type j
generic-type j union-type j object-type j
(type) j
TYPEOF ( expression ) j BOUND ( type )
) { (type) } .
(The TYPEOF() and BOUND() ‘type functions’ are explained in the section on polymorphic types.)
Types or type expressions which are generic may be instantiated by suffixing them with an ar-
gument type between parentheses. Note that implicit instantiation (see section 6.5) is not possible
for type expressions. The rule for the instantiation of types is given in section 6.2.3.
The individual types and rules are based on the following rules:
Rule 6.3: Equality implies Subtyping
(t1 = t2) ) (t1 <: t2)
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(End of Rule 6.3)
Rule 6.4: Transitivity of Subtyping
(t1 <: t2)^ (t2 <: t3)
)
t1 <: t3
(End of Rule 6.4)
6.2.1 Ordinal Types
ordinal-type
::= enum-type j subrange-type j INTEGER j CHAR .




all identifiers of the enumeration must be distinct.
subrange-type
::= [ const-expr .. const-expr ] .
Both expressions must evaluate to ordinal values of the same type. The first is called the lower-
bound and the second the upperbound of the subrange type.
Rule 6.5: Equality for Enumeration Types
Two enumeration types denoted by the same list of identifiers are equal.
(End of Rule 6.5)
Rule 6.6: Equality for Subrange Types
For any ordinal type T :
(l1 : T = l2 : T)^ (u1 : T = u2 : T)

[l1::u1] = [l2::u2]
(End of Rule 6.6)
Rule 6.7: The Empty Subrange Type
For any ordinal type T :
(l : T > u : T)  [l::u] = []
Also, for any ordinal type T :
[] <: T
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(End of Rule 6.7)
Rule 6.8: Subtyping for Subrange Types
For any ordinal type T :
8l;u : T :: [l::u]<: T
(End of Rule 6.8)
Predeclared Functions for Ordinal Types
For ordinal types a few functions are predeclared:
FIRST(T) Returns the lowerbound of T .
LAST(T) Returns the upperbound of T .
ORD(x) Returns the order of x in the enumeration of which it is a
member (starting at 0), unless x has type INTEGER,
in which case it returns x.
VAL(T)(n) Returns the value x of T for which ORD(x)=n.
NUMBER(T) Returns the number of elements in T.
In the list above T stands for any ordinal type, x for any ordinal expression, andn for any integer
expression. Note that FIRST(), LAST() and NUMBER() have a non-standard syntax, in the sense
that they are generic functions with no non-generic parameters, while they do not require an empty
pair of parenthesis when called. Normal syntax would require e.g. FIRST(T)().
Note: NUMBER(T) returns an INTEGER result. If the number of elements in the given ordinal
type exceeds the highest value representable as anINTEGER, the compiler should generate an error.
A trivial example is NUMBER(INTEGER), which cannot be represented with an INTEGER value.
Predeclared Ordinal Types
The following ordinal types are predeclared:
INTEGER is the enumeration of all integer values supported by the implementation.
CARDINAL is the subrange [0..LAST(INTEGER)].
CHAR is the enumeration of all character denotations supported by the implementation.
BOOLEAN is the enumerated type {FALSE,TRUE}.
Rule 6.9: The INTEGER Type
Any integer denotation i has type [i::i].
(End of Rule 6.9)
Rule 6.10: The CHAR Type
Any character denotation c has type [c::c].
(End of Rule 6.10)
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Predeclared Ordinal Constants







::= ARRAY type OF type .
The first type must evaluate to an ordinal type and is called the index type of the array type. The
second type is called the element type.
Rule 6.11: Equality for Array Types
ARRAY Index1 OF Elem1 = ARRAY Index2 OF Elem2

(Index1 = Index2)^ (Elem1 = Elem2)
(End of Rule 6.11)
Rule 6.12: Subtyping for Array Types
ARRAY Index1 OF Elem1 <: ARRAY Index2 OF Elem2

(Index1 = Index2)^ (Elem1 <: Elem2)
(End of Rule 6.12)
Record Types
record-type
::= RECORD [field { ; field }] END .
field
::= id-list : type .
The identifiers in the id-list are called the labels of the field. All fields of a record type must have
distinct labels.
Rule 6.13: Field Declarations
A multiple field declaration (i.e. using an id-list with more than one identifier as in syntax rule
field) is the same as the subsequent declaration of the fields using single field declarations (i.e. with
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only one identifier) in the same order as the identifiers occur in the id-list, where these fields all
have the same type.
(End of Rule 6.13)
Rule 6.14: Equality for Record Types
RECORD l1 : tl1; : : : ln : tln END
= RECORD m1 : tr1; : : :mn : trn END

8i : 1  i  n : (tli = tri)^ (li = mi)
(End of Rule 6.14)
Rule 6.15: Subtyping for Record Types
RECORD l1 : tl1; : : : ln : tln END
<: RECORD m1 : tr1; : : :mn : trn END

8i : 1  i  n : (tli <: tri)^ (li = mi)
(End of Rule 6.15)
Pointer Types
pointer-type
::= REF type .
Rule 6.16: Equality for Pointer Types
REF t1 = REF t2

t1 = t2
(End of Rule 6.16)
Procedure Types
proc-type
::= PROCEDURE signature .
signature
::= ( [formals] ) [ : type ] .
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formals
::= formal { ; formal} .
formal
::= (CONSTjVAR) id-list : type .
Rule 6.17: Parameter Declarations
A multiple parameter declaration (i.e. using an id-list with more than one identifier as in syntax
rule formal) is the same as the subsequent declaration of the parameters using single parameter
declarations (i.e. with only one identifier) in the same order as the identifiers occur in the id-list,
where these parameters all have the same type and mode.
(End of Rule 6.17)
Rule 6.18: Equality for Procedure Types
Given:
P1 = PROCEDURE(ml1 ll1 : tl1; : : :mln lln : tln) : rl




(8i : 1  i  n : (mli = mri)^ (tli = tri))^ (rl = rr)
(End of Rule 6.18)
Rule 6.19: Subtyping for Procedure Types
Given:
P1 = PROCEDURE(ml1 ll1 : tl1; : : :mln lln : tln) : rl




(8i : 1  i  n : (mli = mri)^ (((mli = CONST)^ (tri <: tli))_
((mli = VAR)^ (tri = tli)) )^
(rl <: rr)
(End of Rule 6.19)
Rule 6.20: Proper Procedures vs Function Procedures
If the result types is omitted, the corresponding conjuncts in the rules on equality and subtyping
for procedure types are omitted.
(End of Rule 6.20)









Rule 6.21: Equality for Generic Types
FORALL T1 <: Bound1 IN Expr1 =
FORALL T2 <: Bound2 IN Expr2

(Bound1 = Bound2) ^
8t : t <: Bound1 : Expr1[t=T1] = Expr2[t=T2]
(End of Rule 6.21)
Rule 6.22: Subtyping for Generic Types
FORALL T1 <: Bound1 IN Expr1 <:
FORALL T2 <: Bound2 IN Expr2

(Bound1 = Bound2) ^
8t : t <: Bound1 : Expr1[t=T1] <: Expr2[t=T2]
(End of Rule 6.22)
Existential Types
exists-type
::= EXISTS id <: type-bound IN type-body .
Rule 6.23: Usage of Existential Types
Existential types may only be used as formal parameter type or as function result type in a
signature.
(End of Rule 6.23)
Rule 6.24: Equality for Existential Types
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EXISTS T1 <: Bound1 IN Expr1 =
EXISTS T2 <: Bound2 IN Expr2

(Bound1 = Bound2) ^
8t : t <: Bound1 : Expr1[t=T1] = Expr2[t=T2]
(End of Rule 6.24)
Rule 6.25: Subtyping for Existential Types
EXISTS T1 <: Bound1 IN Expr1 <:
EXISTS T2 <: Bound2 IN Expr2

(Bound1 <: Bound2) ^
8t : t <: Bound1 : Expr1[t=T1] <: Expr2[t=T2]
(End of Rule 6.25)
Union Types
union-type
::= UNION id <: type-bound IN type-body .
Rule 6.26: Usage of Union Types
Union types may only be used as the type of a designator.
(End of Rule 6.26)
Rule 6.27: Equality for Union Types
UNION T1 <: Bound1 IN Expr1 =
UNION T2 <: Bound2 IN Expr2

(Bound1 = Bound2) ^
8t : t <: Bound1 : Expr1[t=T1] = Expr2[t=T2]
(End of Rule 6.27)
Rule 6.28: Subtyping for Union Types
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UNION T1 <: Bound1 IN Expr1 <:
UNION T2 <: Bound2 IN Expr2

(Bound1 <: Bound2) ^
8t : t <: Bound1 : Expr1[t=T1] <: Expr2[t=T2]
And also:
8t : t <: Bound : Expr[t=T] <: (UNION T <: Bound IN Expr)




[field { ; field }]
[METHODSmethod { ; method }]
[OVERRIDES override { ; override }]
END .
parent
::= id j object-type .
method
::= id signature [:= const-expr] .
override
::= id := const-expr .
Rule 6.29: Equality for Object Types
Given:
O1 = OP1 OBJECT l1 : tl1; : : : ln : tln END
O2 = OP2 OBJECT m1 : tr1; : : :mn : trn END
(considering methods as normal fields)
O1 = O2

(OP1 = OP2)^ (8i : 1  i  n : (li = mi)^ (tli = tri))
(End of Rule 6.29)
Rule 6.30: Subtyping for Object Types
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Given:
O1 = OP1 OBJECT l1 : tl1; : : : ln : tln END
O2 = OP2 OBJECT m1 : tr1; : : :mn : trn END
(considering methods as normal fields)
O1 <: O2

(O1 = O2)_ (OP1 <: O2)
(End of Rule 6.30)
Rule 6.31: The Type of a Method Implementation
Given a method of object type O with declared signature:
(m1 l1 : t1; : : :mn ln : tn): r
the procedure assigned to it in either the method- or override declaration must be assignable to
type:
FORALL Current <: O IN
PROCEDURE (VAR Self: Current; m1 l1 : t1; : : :mn ln : tn): r
(End of Rule 6.31)
Predefined Polymorphic Types
There are four predefined polymorphic types:
ANY is the supertype of all types. It may be used as opaque bound, formal parameter type, or func-
tion result type.
ORDINAL is the supertype of all ordinal types. It may be used as opaque bound, as formal para-
meter type, or as function result type.
ROOT is the empty object type. It is the parent of all object types declared without an explicit parent
type.
Current is an opaque object type. It is only defined in an object type and stands for the actual
type of the object. Since the identifier Current is not a reserved keyword, it may be used
as the name of the generic parameter to a method procedure. This is in fact the preferred
choice for this parameter, in order to promote notational consistency.
Rule 6.32: The ANY Type
8t : t <: ANY
(End of Rule 6.32)
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Rule 6.33: The ORDINAL Type
8t : t is an ordinal type : t <: ORDINAL
(End of Rule 6.33)
Rule 6.34: The ROOT Type
For any object type O:
O <: ROOT
(End of Rule 6.34)
6.2.4 Predefined Type Functions
Rule 6.35: The TYPEOF type function
For an expression e of which the known type is existential, the expression TYPEOF(e) can be
used to stand for the actual type of the value of e. TYPEOF() is a runtime opaque type function.
(End of Rule 6.35)
Rule 6.36: The BOUND type function
For any generic-, existential-, or union type T , BOUND(T) is equal to the bound of T .
(End of Rule 6.36)
6.2.5 The NARROW function
Rule 6.37: The NARROW function
The expression NARROW(T)(e), with e any expression and T any type expression, will assert
the membership of the value of e of type T . If this can be proven at compile-time, the only effect
will be that the type registered for the expression e will be assumed to be T , instead of using the
deduced type. If the assertion can be proven false at compile-time, the compiler should generate
an appropriate error message. If the test requires a run-time test, the preferred behaviour is to have
the compiler not generate a warning message, but the code for performing the runtime type test.
The result of this call is the value of e with known type T .
(End of Rule 6.37)
6.3 Declarations
declarations
::= declaration ; { declaration ; }
declaration







::= const-decl { ; const-decl } .
const-decl
::= id [: type] = const-expr j
id : type [= const-expr] .
Rule 6.38: Constant Declarations
If a constant is declared without a type the type is inferred from the constant expression. Dec-
laration of a constant with a type but no constant expression is only allowed in an interface and the
constant must be declared again (with a constant expression) in the module exporting the interface.
(End of Rule 6.38)
6.3.2 Type declarations and Revelations
type-decls
::= type-decl ; { type-decl ; } .
reveal-decls
::= type-decl ; { type-decl ; } .
type-decl
::= full-decl j opaque-decl .
full-decl
::= id = type .
opaque-decl
::= id <: type-bound .
Rule 6.39: Opaque Type Declarations
The opaque-decl syntax declares an opaque type and may only occur in an interface.
(End of Rule 6.39)
Rule 6.40: Revelations
A revelation may only occur in the global scope of a module or interface.
(End of Rule 6.40)
Rule 6.41: Consistency of Revelations
The compiler will enforce the consistency of revelations with checks at compile- and link-time.
(End of Rule 6.41)
Rule 6.42: Opaque Revelations
If a type T is declared as an opaque subtype of Super_1, and later revealed as an opaque sub-
type of Super_2, then either Super_1 <: Super_2 or Super_2 <: Super_1 must be known.
(End of Rule 6.42)
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6.3.3 Variable Declarations
var-decls
::= var-decl ; { var-decl ; } .
var-decl
::= id-list : type .
6.4 Statements
Since m3-- is an experiment in typing, statements are somewhat underdeveloped.
statements
::= statement { ; statement } .
statement
::= expression [:= expression] j
eval-stat j
return-stat .
Assignments and procedure calls start with an expression. If the expression evaluates to a desig-
nator (e.g. a variable), an assignment part must follow.
eval-stat
::= EVAL expression .
Rule 6.43: The EVAL Statement
The expression in an EVAL statement is evaluated and its value is discarded. The purpose is to
prevent the need for dummy variables when the side effect of an expression evaluation is needed,
but not the result.
(End of Rule 6.43)
return-stat
::= RETURN expression .
Rule 6.44: The RETURN statement
The expression in aRETURN statement is evaluated and returned as the result value of a function.
The expression must be assignable to the function result type of the procedure it occurs in.




Constant expressions are expressions which can be fully evaluated at compile-time.
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expression
::= expression1 { OR expression1 } .
expression1
::= expression2 { AND expression2 } .
expression2
::= {NOT} expression3 .
expression3
::= expression4 { (<=j<j=j#j>j>=) expression4 } .
expression4
::= expression5 { + expression5 } .
expression5
::= expression6 { selector } .
expression6
::= id j IntLiteral j
CharLiteral j StringLiteral j
constructor j ( expression ) .
selector
::=  j .id j
[ expression ] j
([expression-list]) j
( [type] ) .
Rule 6.45: The Selector Expressionss
 The  operator is a monadic postfix operator. Its operand must have a pointer type.
 The postfix clause ‘.id’ may only be appended to:
– An identifier representing an interface. The id must be a symbol declared in the inter-
face. The expression evaluates to that symbol.
– A type expression evaluating to an ordinal type. The id must be a member of the ordinal
type. The expression is constant and evaluates to that member.
– An expression evaluating to a value with a record type. The id must be the label of a
field of that record type. The expression evaluates to the selected field.
– An expression evaluating to a value with a record type. The id must be the label of a
field or method from that object type or an ancestor of the object type. The expression
evaluates to the selected field or method.
 The postfix clause ‘[expression]’ selects an element from an array, and itsexpression is called
the index expression. The expression it is appended to must evaluate to a value with an array
type, and the index expression must be assignable to the array type’s index type. The total
expression evaluates to the selected element.
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 The postfix clause ‘([expression-list])’ applies a procedure. The expression it is appended to
must evaluate to a value with a procedure type. The number of expressions in theexpression-
list must be equal to the number of formal parameters procedure’s type. For each expression
in the list: if the corresponding formal parameter has mode const, the expression must be
assignable to the formal parameter’s type. If the mode is var, the expression must evaluate
to a designator with the same type as the formal parameter’s type. If the procedure value is
a function procedure, the expression evaluates to the value returned by the procedure, with
as known type the result type of the procedure type.
 The postfix clause ‘([type])’ instantiates a generic function explicitly (if the type is given)
or implicitly (if the type is omitted). The expression it is appended to must evaluate to a
procedure value with a generic type. The expression evaluates to the a procedure value with
as type the instantiated generic type. The type (if given) must evaluate to a type which is
a subtype of the bound of the generic type. If implicit instantiation is used, the procedure
must be applied and the compiler must be able to infer the type parameter from the actual
parameters to the procedure.
(End of Rule 6.45)
constructor
::= type { [expression {, expression}] } j
type { body } .
body
::= [declarations]
BEGIN [statements] END .
Rule 6.46: Constructor Expressions
The occurence of a constructor expression at any other place than as the constant expression
in a constant declaration is equal to the declaration of an anonymous constant in the current scope
and the usage of that constant at the place where the constructor expression occurs.
(End of Rule 6.46)
6.6 Assignability
For procedure application (see the previous section), assignment and the return statement (see sec-
tion 6.4) rules on assignability need to be defined. The term basetype is needed to be able to discuss
ordinal types:
Rule 6.47: The Basetype of a Type
For any ordinal type T :
 If T is an enumeration type (which includes INTEGER and CHAR), then Base(T) = T .
 If T is a subrange of enumeration type Tenum, then Base(T) = Tenum.
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For any non-ordinal type T , Base(T) = T .
(End of Rule 6.47)
Assignability is defined for two different situations: Assignability with type inference and as-
signability without type inference.
Type inference is used for assignment to a variable with a union type, for passing an expression
as an actual parameter when the formal parameter type is existential, and for returning the function
result when the function result type is existential.
Rule 6.48: Assignability with Type Inference
An expression e with known type Te is assignable to existential- or union type Twanted if e is
assignable to some matching type to Twanted.
(End of Rule 6.48)
Rule 6.49: Assignability without Type Inference
An expression e with known type Te is assignable to a variable v with a non-union type Tv, if
the value of e is a member of Tv.
 If the compiler can establish Te <: Tv, then e is unconditionally assignable to v.
 If the compiler cannot establish Te <: Tv, but it can establish Base(Te) = Base(Tv), then a
runtime value check must be generated to ensure e 2 Tv.
 If Te is an opaque type and the compiler can establish that some subtype of the type-bound
of Te is a subtype of Tv, then a type check must be generated to ensure that e 2 Tv.
(End of Rule 6.49)
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